INTRODUCTION

The historical origin of the concept of Selective Mutism (SM) is dated back to 19th century where it was first named as aphaenia voluntaria describing a disorder in which individual appears to avoid speaking voluntarily in specific situations. However, in latest versions of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) V the term elective was finally modified to selective reflecting it as a childhood condition specified by a consistence failure to speak in selective social situations where the speech is expected. Children having SM appear to exhibit normal communication at home with parents and siblings, however, consistence failure to speak occurs mostly at school setting or any other less familiar social setting. SM exhibits a multidimensional symptom presentation; it may have a variety of comorbidities with other disorders including speech and language pathologies, elimination disorders, neurotic problems, intellectual disability and autism spectrum disorder (ASD).

The analysis of available literature suggests that SM is most often inaccuracy misdiagnosed with ASD due to mimicking of certain behavior characteristics present in both SM and ASD children including shyness, lack of social interaction and verbal speech, being fearful and often oppositional etc. However, the characteristics of ASD which markedly distinguishes it from SM or other developmental disorders include; neurodevelopmental in nature unlike SM, absence of social reciprocity and presence of restricted, stereotypic and repetitive variety of interests, behaviors and activities.

Furthermore, the role of culture also plays a crucial role in the fate diagnosis. It is a well-established fact that cultural norms provide the perspective which defines either a childhood behavior is problematic or not. In a collectivistic culture like ours, shyness or submissive-ness is not only considered desirable but also determines adults’ attitude with a child which promotes limited participation and shyness among children in such societies. Therefore, it would not be wrong to say that an already rare condition (SM) is even rarer in developing world because: first most of the professionals are unaware about the condition, second they prefer more glorified disorders like ASD over SM and last, they simply do not consider it a problem as it contains characteristics which are more desirable in collectivistic culture.

More importantly, the diagnosis became more challenging and confusing as SM most commonly co-occur with developmental delays, for example, Kristensen found that children with SM showed comorbidity with developmental delays (DD) up to 68.5%. DD already affects child’s speech development suggesting less use of verbal communication which is further exacerbated by SM. Furthermore, another notion is becoming popular that SM may serve as a protective factor helping children conceal their developmental disabilities under their silence. This is the irony of fate that lack of general awareness of SM create crucial hurdles in assisting children with SM and comorbid conditions. The data suggests that such children misdiagnosed as autistic, language delayed etc. saddle them with inappropriate or ineffective interventions leading towards far-reaching psychological consequences. The aim of the current study is to address one of the most ignored developmental conditions, SM, by diverting attention of the professionals towards current diagnostic issues of SM (from differential diagnosis to cultural factors) and to develop a culture specific standardized assessment to make an accurate diagnosis by eliminating existing confusions.

ABSTRACT

Selective Mutism (SM) is a rare condition which is even rarer in collectivistic cultures. Firstly, SM is most often mistaken/misdiagnosed as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and other related conditions due to lack of awareness of SM and the presence of mimicking characteristics of autistic behaviors in SM. Secondly, submissive behaviors in collectivistic societies further veil this rare condition by considering SM rather desirable than a problem. Especially in situations where developmental delay is a comorbid condition it become a great challenge to correctly diagnose among related conditions. We had a twelve years old girl with developmental delays who remained falsely diagnosed with ASD for five years. We have highlighted the diagnostic issues in SM and other related conditions especially ASD that might hinder the development of an appropriate management plan. The study also emphasized the need to develop a standardized assessment tool to diagnose SM considering cultural aspects into account.
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CASE PRESENTATION

The patient was an 11 years old girl who belonged to a low socio-economic status and lived in a joint family system. The client was admitted to the special education school of city Lahore approximately six years before. At the time of recent referral of patient to therapist she was presented with the complaints of being shy and non-participative in school activities, avoidance of interaction with other school mates, unable to establish and maintain eye contact, lack of social reciprocity in terms of non-verbal communication and total absence of verbal communication. The detailed evaluation revealed strong genetic and postnatal history contributing in the disability of patient. The consanguineous marriages had been in practice for generations in patient's family which resulted in a number of cases of disabilities among children of her family. The postnatal history of patient elucidated that patient suffered from high grade fever within a month of her birth and she also suffered from pneumonia after one month of her birth. During infancy her mother was not being able to breastfeed patient as patient faced difficulty in sucking.

The caregiver reported that patient's developmental milestones were delayed as well, for example, patient achieved developmental tasks of neck holding, walking, sample language (2 to 3 words) and bladder control at the approximate ages of 2.5 years, 4 years, 10 years and 7 years, respectively. The problems of incontinence, poor self-help and social skills and temper tantrums persisted till the time she started schooling. However, all her presenting problems gradually faded away within 2 to 3 years except for her social skills which mainly included poor eye contact and lack of social reciprocity in terms of both verbal and non-verbal communication. The patient at the time of admission at school was perceived as deaf-mute and hence her assessment and management ignored the area of social skills. However, after few years she was suspected of being capable of speaking but keeping her social skills into consideration she was again misdiagnosed with ASD. The teacher of the patient stated that although patient was an aaloo child but it never bother her teachers as she was most submissive among all students of her class and never gave tough time to teachers. More importantly, patient was never witnessed to communicate (both verbally and non-verbally) in school with anyone except for her cousin with whom she found twice or thrice while secretly talking. However, one of her family members reported that patient did exhibit speech and communicate frequently using simple sentences (4-5 words) at home. Moreover, patient continued to take speech therapy sessions since she was admitted to the school but no improvement was reported by her speech therapist in patient's speech and her social reciprocity.

A multimodal and comprehensive approach had been adopted in order to assess patient's presenting problems including; behavioral observations, interviews of family members and professionals (teachers, audiologist, psychiatrist and speech pathologist) and administration of standardized measures. The direct and indirect observation of patient by the therapist in a number of settings (from classroom to playground) revealed that patient had no hearing impairment; she exhibited three to four words speech with adequate articulation but marked avoidance of verbal communication and participation in social activities at school but not at home was observed and reported.

The formal evaluation of patient's presenting problems involved the administration of Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS). 12 Portage Guide to Early Education (PGEE) 13 and Bender Gestalt Test (BGT). 14 The administration of CARS involved the rating of both parents and teachers separately which showed a marked discrepancy between both. According to the ratings by parents patient fell in the category of minimal to mild whereas the ratings by teacher suggested the presence of mild to moderate symptoms of ASD (31). The potential differences of ratings by parents and teachers lied on items; relating to people, imitation and verbal and non-verbal communication with a difference of 1.5 points, 2 points, 2 points and 1.5 points, respectively.

PGEE was administered to assess patient's functioning on five developmental areas. 11 The profile of patient showed that except for cognitive (3-4 years) and language areas (1-2 years) other areas of PGEE are developed till 5-6 years of age. The analysis of patient's profile revealed that her profile was unusual and inconsistent, for example, a significant discrepancy was found between socialization area and other two areas closely related to socialization i.e. cognitive and language. The qualitative analysis revealed that this significant difference was not due to patient's low cognitive skills rather due to more verbal skills required by most of the tasks in cognitive area than socialization area of PGEE.

The scores of patient in cognitive area of PGEE suggested to assessing her cognitive abilities using some non-verbal measure. Therefore, BGT was preferred to assess the developmental maturation of patient through non-verbal means, using a unique system developed by Koppitz for children. 14,15 The BGT profile reflected that developmental maturation of patient fell between 5-7 years or even above in some designs suggesting a significant discrepancy with the outcome of cognitive area of PGEE. This discrepancy of 3 years or above in outcomes of both measures provided a strong explanation of unusual profile of patient on PGEE. It could be assumed that patient performed low on cognitive area of PGEE as it required verbal skills whereas BGT did not require any verbal ability she scored better in developmental maturation. Therefore, it provided substantial evidence that lack of generalizability of speech had affected patient's performance in cognitive area rather than developmental delay in cognitive area had been affecting her language abilities. Therefore, it could be assumed that poor performance on language area was not due to the absence of speech or social reciprocity but due to her social anxiety or SM. Moreover, the developmental maturation of patient as revealed by BGT was also a reflection of patient's well developed perceptual and motor abilities (7 years or above) as reproduction of figures require coordination of both skills.
DISCUSSION

This case study presented various assessment and diagnostic challenges due to the multidimensional nature of SM, as reported in literature. The issues which led towards misdiagnosis of patient as highlighted by current study include; resembling features of ASD and SM, acceptance of SM characteristics (such as shyness, restricted participation) in collectivistic culture and comorbidity of DD with SM. Before discussing these aspects in the light of previous literature in detail, it is important to see how patient’s case was conceptualized and evidence was linked with SM.

The patient’s case was conceptualized in light of bio-psychosocial model which suggests genetic predisposition as well as consanguinity as predisposing biological factors. Both are well-known risk factors for genetic disorders, including diseases and syndromes that present with intellectual and developmental disabilities.14, 17 Furthermore, previous literature suggests that development of ‘triadic’ (person-person-world) social interactions may be influenced by limited information-processing capacities in infants with developmental delays, through a complex socially-mediated developmental trajectory.18 So, it could be assumed that this limited information processing capacities might have initially served as a precipitating factor in the development of SM in patient. However, later on patient might use SM as a protecting factor in concealing her developmental problems or weaknesses.1 Moreover, other social factors that seemed to influence her anxiety and speech problem include lack of encouragement by teachers to interact with strangers which seemed threatening to her. This way rather than learning from other children as well, she only tried to model her cousin who was having speech problems too.

The literature has suggested that globally an over diagnosis of ASD has been observed; one of the reasons behind this is the unfamiliarity or lack of awareness of professionals with features of rare conditions like SM.4 The second aspect responsible for SM misdiagnosis highlighted by this study was that characteristics of SM including shyness or lack of interaction might not consider as problematic in collectivistic cultures rather such behaviors are encouraged, therefore, SM is often overlooked.15 The last factor was the presence of DD in patient which posed challenges in making a diagnosis and formulating intervention plan. Literature has suggested that DD undermines the presence of other co-morbid conditions leading to inefficient diagnosis.10, 19

Moreover, currently the diagnosis of SM relied on indirect assessment measures including behavioral observation, functional assessment, interviews with parents and teachers and adherence to diagnostic criteria. The unavailability of standardized assessment often mislead to false diagnosis especially in the presence of DD.4 17 The case study highlights the need of a culturally reliable scale to not only to correctly assess SM in a shorter time span but to help devising an effective intervention plan.
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